A PERSONAL WORD FROM
DR. DAVID JEREMIAH

My dear friend,
Nothing has the potential to change the world like people joining together for a common cause.
Ecclesiastes 4:12 puts it this way: “Though one may be overpowered by another, two can withstand him. And a cord of three strands is not quickly broken.”
Imagine the power of a 20,000-fold cord!
This is the astonishing power and potential of your Bible Strong Partnership.
With your commitment to monthly support of Turning Point, you impact your world in extraordinary ways.
Through our Bible Strong teaching, our television and radio outreaches, our rallies, our presence online and in print, through our live events, together we are delivering the unchanging Word of God to an ever-changing world. Impacting millions.
This is God’s work, but He sees fit to use ordinary people, like you and me, to accomplish it. It’s a beautiful privilege that He extends to Christ-followers. And I am so grateful that you and I have been called to this ministry together.
I believe that the Bible Strong Partner membership benefits will bless you richly—but I also believe that your Bible Strong Partner commitment will be an even greater blessing to countless numbers of people, all around the world, who are touched by your generosity through the unique outreaches of Turning Point.
So I thank you, from my heart, for the partnership decision you will make today. I look forward to seeing how God uses us together in His work throughout 2018!
God bless you!

I am so grateful that you and I have been called to this ministry together.

Bonus “Thank You” Gifts for 2018 Bible Strong Partners...

With your Bible Strong Partnership commitment of $25 (UK: £25) or more a month...

Bible Strong Partner Bookmark
Elegantly designed in brass, this metal bookmark will make a useful tool for your personal quiet time. Perfect to mark your spot in a Bible, devotional, or journal.
Plus, the circular tab features the Turning Point logo as a beautiful reminder of the impact you are making as you share God’s Word around the world.

With your Bible Strong Partnership commitment of $50 (UK: £50) or more a month...
Custom Bible Strong Partner Note-Takers Journal
Ideal for personal Bible study or taking notes at church, this silver Moleskine-style journal features lined pages—a great way to write down what God’s Word means for you and refer to it again later! You will also be reminded of the eternal difference you are making through our ministry together.

With your President’s Circle annual commitment of $1,500 or more...
Inclusion on our 2018 President’s Circle Wall of Faith
Your name will be featured on a beautiful wall registry displayed outside Dr. Jeremiah’s personal office here at Turning Point, as a reminder to him and all who see it that you are committed to standing with him in faithful prayer and generosity this year!

As you choose our convenient Auto-Giving Program...
Custom Bible Strong Partner Note-Taker Pen/Highlighter Combo
Conveniently take notes, journal, and highlight treasured Scriptures in your Bible with one practical tool. One end features a twist-release blue ink pen, and the other has a capped yellow highlighter. You will also enjoy the soft-grip for ease of use, as well as the reminder of your Bible Strong impact!

Thank you for your Bible Strong Partner decision today!
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Powerful—Life-Changing
YOUR MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Giving It All Away... And Getting It All Back Again

Generosity is a one-way street, isn’t it? Out, not in? This may be the world’s prevalent view...but God’s design of the world is dramatically different. Generosity is rewarding. Giving to God’s work isn’t supposed to be a burden, but rather a blessing. This remarkable new book will show you how to experience the beauty and power of the generous life—at every state and position in life.

David Green shares his surprising life story—including examples of his own struggles—and the dramatic true stories of others...and along the way, he explains the bountiful blessings that come with a giving heart.

In these pages, you will come to understand a life-changing concept: When we readjust our focus so that our desires align with God’s desires, we find a deep-seated joy that changes our lives.

Giving It All Away is presented in five user-friendly parts, to help you better understand the life of giving. You’ll also learn to investigate your priorities...grow your trust in the Lord...and more.

Featuring:
Part 1: A Radical Way of Living
Part 2: It’s All God’s
Part 3: Giving It All Away
Part 4: The Legacy of Work and Family
Part 5: The Eternal Legacy That Is Right Now

189 pages

GIVE $25/MONTH

Give $25 (UK: £25) a month or more and receive your choice of two monthly resources:

• Bible Strong Living Library, or
• Turning Point study guide series

PLUS:
• the monthly ministry resource upon request
• Turning Points monthly devotional magazine
• the Influencing Your World quarterly newsletter
• access to the brand-new Bible Strong Partners Facebook page
• a 50% discount on additional study guides
• David Green’s great new book, Giving It All Away...And Getting It All Back Again
• the exclusive custom Bible Strong Partner brass bookmark

GIVE $50/MONTH

Give $50 (UK: £50) a month or more and receive both monthly resources:

• Bible Strong Living Library, AND
• Turning Point study guide series

PLUS:
• the monthly ministry resource upon request
• Turning Points monthly devotional magazine
• the Influencing Your World quarterly newsletter
• access to the brand-new Bible Strong Partners Facebook page
• a 50% discount on additional study guides
• David Green’s great new book, Giving It All Away...And Getting It All Back Again
• the exclusive custom Bible Strong Partner brass bookmark

With your generous gift of $1,500 or more over the year, receive:

• All Bible Strong Partner benefits...
• Holy Moments in the Presence of God: Morning & Evening Devotions by David Jeremiah
• two exclusive Q&A sessions with the Turning Point ministry team
• VIP seating at all Turning Point events
• your name inscribed on the 2018 President’s Circle Wall of Faith at Turning Point as a reminder to Dr. Jeremiah that you are standing with him in prayer throughout the year
• an invitation to a VIP meet-and-greet at all Turning Point events
• an invitation to one of two special Turning Point Retreats with David & Donna Jeremiah in San Diego: You’ll visit Turning Point, be part of a television studio audience, meet Dr. & Mrs. Jeremiah, visit Shadow Mountain Community Church, and more!